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Kubernetes, Terraform, and Ansible are great tools. They help 
abstract away and simplify infrastructure management. 
Having said that, as we scale to manage more 
environments—and as each of those environments become 
more distributed as in the case of multi Kubernetes clusters 
or multi-site or multi-cloud environments—it’s easy to get lost 
when you have lots of templates and scripts to manage your 
infrastructure without having anything that maps all this back 
into your service. This complexity has a direct implication on 
our infrastructure cost as noted here: Reducing Cloud Spend 
Need Not Be a Paradox.

Cloudify 6 introduces a new set of features that aim to 
simplify the management of those environments at scale. 
You can find more information on this regard in 
the Cloudify 6 Webinar.

This eBook aims to focus more specifically on the changes to 
the Cloudify architecture, and highlight the changes that were 
made to shorten time to value and reduce the barrier to entry 
by making Cloudify more seamless to DevOps and cloud 
operation teams.
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https://thenewstack.io/reducing-cloud-spend-need-not-be-a-paradox/
https://docs.cloudify.co/6.2.0/pdf/620RN.pdf
https://cloudify.co/webinars/webinar-resource-version-6-augment-terraform-k8s-rethinking-glue-code-more/
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Making Cloudify more seamless

Making Cloudify more seamless through the 
integration with existing DevOps environments

One of the major architecture guidelines that we followed 
with Cloudify 6 was to make it as seamless as possible. By 
seamless, I mean that we wanted Cloudify 6 to be integrated 
with the existing DevOps environment. We wanted it to do the 
heavy lifting behind the scenes as can be seen in the before 
and after architecture diagram below:

Another architectural goal was to minimize the impact of 
introducing Cloudify into an existing DevOps environment. 
In this context, we wanted to minimize the number of 
people in the organization that will even need to know that 
Cloudify exists or know how to write a Cloudify blueprint as 
the first step.



There are basically 
four areas of integration 
that are involved to 
achieve this goal:
1. CI/CD 2. ITSM / ServiceNow 3. Kubernetes Clusters 4. Integrate with Existing Infrastructure Orchestration
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1. CI/CD

The integration with CI/CD systems makes Cloudify look 
like yet another pipeline. In this context, Cloudify is used to 
offload some of the environment’s provisioning and 
ongoing management (Day 2). 

The rest of the pipeline and organization remains pretty 
much the same. Cloudify integration with Git Actions 
allows users to trigger a continuous update to those 
environments through Gitflow. In this context, all the 
interaction with the Cloudify manager is done behind 
the scenes.

Cloudify integration with CI/CD allow users to add Cloudify as yet another pipeline that 
offloads environment management without disrupting other processes.

CI / CD

Commit/Merge
Eaas

QA Dev Production

Environment as a Service

PostgreSQL

M

https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/working_with/integration/
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Cloudify is now officially available on the ServiceNow Store. 
Cloudify integration with IT service management (ITSM) such 
as ServiceNow allows organizations that are already using 
ServiceNow to create and manage certified environments 
through their regular ServiceNow service catalog feature. 

This also includes the ability to create custom automation 
flow and custom actions using the ServiceNow flow 
management without having to interact directly with 
Cloudify. You can learn more about how this integration 
works through this demo video of Cloudify for ServiceNow. Cloudify is added as another catalog item to ServiceNow,  allowing users to create and 

manage certified environments, create custom flow and actions through their standard 
ServiceNow experience.

2. ITSM / ServiceNow

https://cloudify.co/cloudify-servicenow-demo/
https://store.servicenow.com/sn_appstore_store.do#!/store/search?listingtype=allintegrations%253Bancillary_app%253Bcertified_apps%253Bcontent%253Bindustry_solution%253Boem%253Butility%253Btemplate&q=cloudify
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In the previous release we provided integration with the 
major Kubernetes managed services and distributions such 
as EKS, AKS, GKE, OpenShift, and Kubespray. With Cloudify 6 
we added specific support for managing multi-Kubernetes 
clusters at scale. This includes new features such as cluster 
discovery, batch execution which allows users to execute 
deployment across multiple clusters and namespaces 
through a single command as well as provide new 
management UI that allows the user to view those clusters 
on a map or table view and zoom in and out across those 
clusters. Cloudify 6 also includes additional support for Edge 
Kubernetes with the integration with StarlingX and K3S. In 
addition to all that, we now allow users to run the Cloudify 
manager cluster as a Kubernetes service.

3. Kubernetes Clusters

https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/set_trial_manager/install_with_helm/
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Our goal with this integration is to allow Terraform users to 
add Cloudify to save them from writing glue code. In turn, 
this  simplifies the way users manage many workspaces 
and environments without disrupting their current practices. 
Cloudify 6 builds on the integration with the major 
orchestration tools such as Terraform, Ansible, 
CloudFormation, and Azure ARM from previous 
Cloudify releases. 

Cloudify 6 adds tighter integration with Terraform allowing 
users to plug seamlessly into Terraform templates from their 
Git and manage them as part of the overall environments. 
You can see more details in this regard here. Cloudify 6 also 
includes a new Terraform guide here.

4. Integrate with Existing Infrastructure Orchestration

https://cloudify.co/terraform-integration/


Streamlining the 
User Experience
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The previous version of Cloudify was centered around the 
development of a blueprint as the main use case. With the 
new version, we wanted to reduce the time to value by 
focusing the user journey on using existing, pre-templatized 
resources primarily around IaC and Kubernetes.

To that end, we added more explicit support for launching 
infrastructure services, Kubernetes clusters, and Helm 
charts as you can see in the screenshot above. We also 
added a new setup wizard that will set the required 
resources such as secrets, plugins, and blueprints that are 
relevant for each cloud environment. See the new getting 
started video to learn how this works.

CLOUDIFY 6

Streamlining the User Experience

Cloudify 6 new actionable dashboard

https://cloudify.co/demo-cloudify-getting-started/


Putting it all together 
Managing development and production 
environments reference architecture
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Managing environment at Scale
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The concept of using Environment as as a Service (EaaS) is 
still fairly new. We maintain an EaaS reference architecture 
that demonstrates how you could leverage all the new 
capabilities to manage your development and production 
workspaces as well as optimize your cloud resources by 
allowing dynamic match-making of the right infrastructure for 
the job. Learn more about this use case here.

Putting it all together - Managing Development and 
Production Environments reference architecture

Certified Environments
Deploy / Update / Scale / Monitor

QA

STAGE

PROD

https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/examples/eaas/


Cloudify 6 is a major milestone that brings 
the vision of EaaS into reality. It includes 
many features needed to support this 
vision, including the separation of 
environments and deployments and the 
ability to manage highly distributed 
environments through a single workflow 
and placement policy. 

Read all about the full set of Cloudify 6 
features in the release notes.

In addition, we also aligned our pricing 
model which is now based on counting 
environments as the main unit of measure, 
and we have provided lower tiers starting 
from our standard free community edition 
to the unlimited edition. 

We also provided more options to install 
and manage the product, the most notable 
of which is the ability to run the Cloudify 
manager itself and a Kubernetes service. 

This allows users to continuously update 
the Cloudify manager itself without 
disrupting their current environment.

Final notes:

https://docs.cloudify.co/6.2.0/pdf/620RN.pdf
https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/set_trial_manager/
https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/set_trial_manager/install_with_helm/


Of course, as powerful as Cloudify 6 is, 
we’re not stopping there. Our product 
roadmap has several important 
capabilities on the horizon, including:

What’s next?

Insights

provide out-of-the-box insights on usage and 
cost statistics

No Code <> As Code

No Code <> As Code, allowing users to create 
custom flows without writing code

Auto generation

Auto generation of Terraform and  Kubernetes 
template wrappers, allowing users to import 
their Terraform, Kubernetes, and other 
templates directly without having to write 
wrappers Cloudify blueprints

Revamped UX

making the user journey simpler

Full SaaS

giving users options for deploying in the cloud 
or on prem

CLOUDIFY 6



References: Cloudify 6 Webinar, Customer Use Case, and live demo

Cloudify 6 Release notes

Reducing Cloud Spend Need Not Be a Paradox

Cloudify new pricing model

Managing Cloudify as a Kubernetes Service

Cloudify Gitflow integration example

Demo video of Cloudify for ServiceNow

Cloudify on the ServiceNow Store

EaaS reference architecture for managing development and 
production environments
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https://cloudify.co/cloudify-servicenow-demo/
https://cloudify.co/webinars/webinar-resource-version-6-augment-terraform-k8s-rethinking-glue-code-more/
https://docs.cloudify.co/6.2.0/pdf/620RN.pdf
https://thenewstack.io/reducing-cloud-spend-need-not-be-a-paradox/
https://cloudify.co/product/
https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/set_trial_manager/install_with_helm/
https://vimeo.com/478532274
https://store.servicenow.com/sn_appstore_store.do#!/store/search?listingtype=allintegrations%253Bancillary_app%253Bcertified_apps%253Bcontent%253Bindustry_solution%253Boem%253Butility%253Btemplate&q=cloudify
https://docs.cloudify.co/latest/trial_getting_started/examples/eaas/


About Cloudify:

.

Cloudify is an open source, multi-cloud orchestration platform 
featuring a unique ‘Environment as a Service’ technology that has 
the power to connect, automate and manage new & existing 
infrastructure and networking environments of entire application 
pipelines. Using Cloudify, DevOps teams (& infrastructure & 
operations groups) can effortlessly make a swift transition to public 
cloud and cloud-native architecture, and have a consistent way to 
manage all private & public environments. 

As a leading vendor in Gartner’s ‘Market Guide for Infrastructure 
Automation Tools’, Cloudify has a track vrecordof orchestrating 
application delivery as a value stream




